UPDATED REDEPLOYMENT PROCEDURES FOR CAMP ATTERBURY
2 July 2020

PURPOSE: To provided updated redeployment procedures for civilians who completed their pre-deployment procedures and clearance at Camp Atterbury.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Procedures are effective as of 10 July 2020.

SUMMARY: The ability of civilians to turn in gear and weapons in Kuwait during redeployment will continue, but under revised procedures as described below. This ensures an expedited process, while minimizing risk to personnel during additional travel.

APPLICABILITY: These procedures only apply to civilians who completed their pre-deployment processing at Camp Atterbury.

PROCESS:

1) Civilians will follow instructions from USFOR-A on submitting their redeployment request through the USFOR-A Portal.
2) Unless and ETP is approved for a different mode of travel, redeploying civilians will travel on MILAIR to Kuwait and then to BWI (Baltimore-Washington International) on the “BWI Rotator” (also MILAIR).
3) Follow-on travel to home station should be booked from BWI to home station. For planning purposes, the BWI Rotator typically departs from Kuwait once a week on Tuesdays with arrival at BWI late Wednesday. Specific times/dates must be verified and coordinated when making travel plans.
4) Civilians are responsible for booking their travel from BWI to home station (if follow-on travel is needed) through DTS. This may require an amendment to the deployment orders. Civilians are also responsible for booking any hotel accommodations (if needed) for overnight stay in Baltimore while awaiting follow-on travel.
5) Civilians whose home station is at an OCONUS location should coordinate MILAIR travel as appropriate to a location nearest their home station.
6) Travel to Indianapolis for out-processing at Camp Atterbury is not required.
7) Upon arrival at home station, civilians should follow agency and local authority instructions in completing a 14-day restriction of movement (ROM)/self-quarantine period.

Weapons and Equipment Turn-In
-- Civilians will turn in weapons and gear to the RSOI-Kuwait Team at Camp Arifjan.
-- Specific instructions are provided in the attached document.

Medical De-MOB
-- Redeployers should complete the DD Form 2796, Post-Deployment Health Assessment prior to departing the deployed theater. The form is available at https://rc.mods.army.mil/mha.
-- The clinic at Camp Atterbury will provide telephonic post deployment screenings. This is in lieu of face-to-face screenings. Redeployers must contact the Camp Atterbury clinic no later than 2 weeks after arrival at home station, between the hours of 0900 and 1500, Monday-Friday. Phone number is: (812)
526-1120. The DD Form 2796, Post-Deployment Health Assessment, must have been completed online prior to contacting the clinic.

-- Some post deployment medical considerations that will be covered with the redeployer during the TELEPHONIC interview are as follows:
1. Post Deployment HIV - should be drawn at a military associated health clinic within 30 days (should be drawn at an MTF but can be accomplished by a private physician)
2. Post Deployment Audiogram - should be conducted at a military associated health clinic with the DOEHRS-HC/DR system within 180 days (can be accomplished privately if a MTF is not near)
3. Post deployment anti-malarial given post exposure prophylaxis - Primaquine - could be obtained through home station military associated health clinic if needed. Very limited need is anticipated and could be mailed to the redeployer if warranted.

-- Redeployers must also complete the Post Deployment Health Reassessment (PDHRA) between 90-180 days after their return from deployment https://rc.mods.army.mil/mha.

**Administrative De-MOB**
Redeployers will have their Overseas CAC converted to a CONUS CAC at their home station.